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Cyberspace is an amorphous space which operates logically and its domain covers many areas of law and regulation including intellectual property rights infringement nuanced heavily on copyright jurisprudence and trade-related issues. IP protection in cyberspace embraces four clusters, namely, copyright, data protection, trademark, service mark, trade name and trade dress; and domain names. The jurisdictional sphere of cyberspace assumes importance in the light of conflicting claims which are litigated in the traditional mode without a unique model of jurisprudence suitable for resolution of myriad jurisdictional issues emanating from technological innovation. A single transaction in cyberspace may involve the laws of at least three jurisdictions: (1) the laws of the state/nation in which the user resides, (2) the laws of the state/nation where the server hosting the transaction is located, and (3) the laws of the state/nation which apply to the person or business with whom the transaction takes place. The paper explores how the traditional principles of jurisdiction are being adapted to amenability of jurisdiction of cyberspace-origin cases.
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Jurisdiction is a legal aspect of state sovereignty and it refers to judicial, legislative and administrative competence. Although jurisdiction is an aspect of sovereignty, it is not coextensive with it. The laws of a nation may have extra-territorial impact extending the jurisdiction beyond the sovereign and territorial limits of that nation. This is particularly problematic as the medium of the Internet does not explicitly recognize sovereignty and territorial limitations. There is no uniform, international jurisdictional law of universal application, and such questions are generally regarded as matters of conflict of laws or private international law. To exemplify, the contents of a web site may be legal in one country and illegal in another. In the absence of a uniform jurisdictional code, legal practitioners are generally left with a conflict of law.

In the US v Jake Baker†, the defendant faced criminal charges for his e-conduct although his case set a precedent of the right to free speech over Internet. Besides, numerous users of peer-to-peer file-sharing software were also subject to civil lawsuits for copyright infringement in the recent past. The system runs into conflicts, however, when these suits are international in nature. Simply put, legal conduct in one nation may be decidedly illegal in another. In fact, even different standards concerning the burden of proof in a civil case can cause jurisdictional frictions. Currently, location and activity of the online parties determine the jurisdiction which is based on the idea of minimum contact theory.

Cyberspace is the vanishing point of copyright jurisprudence. The marriage between virtual world and real world is a fertile institution for new born ideas and exploration of immense proportion spiking all dimensions of living entities. The constant revolution of information flow and communication technologies is forcing a rethink of the idea of intellectual property legal regime throughout the world. Infringement of intellectual property rights over the Internet increased to unprecedented scales. The traditional modes of protection of copyrights, trademarks, patents, software, databases, and so forth now appear to be ill-suited to solve many of the problems and no tailor-made solutions are in sight. This creative illusion has affected the governments, businesses and citizens throughout the world—especially when practically every act makes a copy, where innovation is happening at a rapid pace, and in an environment where sharing of information is nearly instantaneous and free. To the developing world, these hydra-headed issues throw the dilemma of an incoming tide of structurally-enforced mechanism, grounded in property rights and enforced by the most powerful, intellectual property-exporting nations.
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The paper first provides an overview of some terms and legal aspects related to cyberspace and later discusses the four clusters, namely, copyright, data protection, trademark and domain names with specific reference to how traditional principles of jurisdiction are being applied to the jurisdiction of cyberspace origin cases.

**Definition of Internet**

On 24 October 1995, the Federal Networking Council (FNC) unanimously passed a resolution defining the term Internet. According to it, Internet refers to the global information system that (i) is logically linked together by a globally unique address space based on the Internet Protocol (IP) or its subsequent extensions/follow-ons; (ii) is able to support communications using the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite or its subsequent extensions/follow-ons, and/or other IP-compatible protocols; and (iii) provides, uses or makes accessible, either publicly or privately, high level services layered on the communications and related infrastructure described herein.

**Origin and Subject Matter of Disputes**

Disputes in the sphere of cyberspace may be of diverse origin. An Internet agreement is one important and recurring source. Internet agreements do not necessarily imply Internet-only agreements, and often involve other aspects, although, a website linking agreement is an example of an Internet-only agreement. A few of the forms have only a feeble connection to the Internet, e.g. the celebrity endorsement agreement. Legal documents available for websites include terms of use agreements, video content license agreement, domain name purchase agreement, website development agreement, press releases for website milestones or announcements, privacy policies, Internet advertising agreements, copyright and trademark protection notices, website disclaimers, website contracts, and much more.

**Jurisdiction in International Law**

There are three types of jurisdiction generally recognized in international law. These are: (1) jurisdiction to prescribe; (2) jurisdiction to enforce; and (3) jurisdiction to adjudicate. In international law, generally accepted bases of jurisdiction or theories under which a state may claim to have jurisdiction to prescribe a rule of law over an activity fall into following categories: (a) subjective territoriality (b) objective territoriality (c) nationality (d) protective principle (d) passive nationality and (e) universality with the stipulation that exercise of jurisdiction must be reasonable. In the context of cyberspace, the territoriality question can be addressed by reference to the ‘law of the server’ i.e. the server where the webpage is physically located. Territorialisation of cyberspace through its servers, however, has range of associated problems if applied literally, such as, existence of webpage in the absence of its accessibility, constituents of a web page collected from other servers, links to other pages located in other countries, and randomness and anonymity of the interactivity conducted on cyberspace. The theory of international space is based on nationality rather than territoriality including outer space and the high seas. In outer space, the nationality of the registry of the vessel, manned or unmanned, is the relevant category whereas on the high seas, the nationality of the vessel, the ‘law of the flag’, is the primary rule. However, a contesting theory likens the high sea to a ‘floating island’, the jurisdiction being a part of the territorial jurisdiction. Further, concepts of particular importance in the disputes over international spaces are complicated by dominating principles of res nullius (a thing of no one) and res communis (a common thing or common heritage of mankind).

**Minimum Contact Theory**

In the emerging scene of conflict originating from Internet communication channel, the courts around the world face the difficult question of deciding whether to develop a new body of jurisprudence to deal with a novel legal problem, or to identify analogous legal precedents that best fit the facts at par.

In the conventional approach, the question of jurisdiction rests on the twin towers of state sovereignty and due process. The US Supreme Court in *Pennoyer v Neff* formulated two broad principles of jurisdiction: that (1) every state possesses exclusive jurisdiction within its territory; and (2) no state can exercise jurisdiction over persons ‘without its territory’. Thus, the state had jurisdiction in *personam* (over persons located in the forum state) or jurisdiction in *rem* (over property located in the forum state). A new concept, the ‘minimum contacts’ standard was outlined by the Court in *International Shoe v Washington*. The Court ruled that a non-resident of a state may be sued in that state if the party has ‘certain minimum contacts with [the state] such
that maintenance of the suit does not offend traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.\textsuperscript{6} The Court observed that lower courts must quantify the defendant’s contacts with the state and the relationship between the contacts before exercising personal jurisdiction. Broadly, there are two types of jurisdiction. General jurisdiction is permitted over an out-of-state ‘defendant for non-forum related activities when the defendant has engaged in systemic and continuous activities in the forum state.\textsuperscript{4} If no general jurisdiction is found, specific jurisdiction may be permissible under the test of International Shoe and such jurisdiction may be established if a defendant has such minimum contacts with the state that it would comply with due process rights to require the defendant to defend a lawsuit in the forum state. The issue of jurisdiction in cyberspace has been extensively reviewed in its report\textsuperscript{5} by the American Bar Association (ABA), and provides several insights in this regard.

**Personal Jurisdiction**

Personal jurisdiction concerns the power of a court to decide a case between the parties. Physical presence in a state is always a basis for personal jurisdiction. Physical presence in the forum state also satisfies the requirement of constitutional due process. Personal jurisdiction in the United States is based on the interaction between an affirmative, statutory or common-law source; law dictating the scope of the court’s jurisdiction; long-arm statutes and limitations imposed by constitutional due process rights. The US Supreme Court in a number of cases has limited the reach of state statutory authority because of violations of constitutional due process. Almost all states have ‘long-arm’ statutes which allow the state to exercise jurisdiction over an out-of-state defendant. The name ‘long-arm’ comes from the purpose of these statutes, which is to reach into another state and exercise jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant. The Supreme Court in *International Shoe v Washington*\textsuperscript{1} first adopted a new standard for jurisdiction over out-of-state residents articulating a triple test requirement: (1) the nonresident defendant must do some act or consummate some transaction with the forum or perform some act by which he purposefully avails himself of the privilege of conducting activities in the forum, thereby invoking the benefits and protections, (2) the claim must be one which arises out of or results from the defendant’s forum-related activities, and (3) exercise of jurisdiction must be reasonable.

Constitutional due process\textsuperscript{6} is thus satisfied if the defendant, even if he is not present within the territory of the forum, has ‘minimum contacts’ with the forum state so that subjecting the defendant to suit in that state satisfies considerations of ‘fair play and substantial justice’.\textsuperscript{7} The Court refined the minimum contacts theory in *Hanson v Denckla*\textsuperscript{8} that there be ‘some act by which the defendant purposefully avails itself of the forum state’. In *Calder v Jones*,\textsuperscript{9} the actress, Shirley Jones who worked and lived in California brought a libel suit in California against a reporter and executive for the National Enquirer. The defendant had only visited California twice, and neither of these visits was connected in any manner with the Jones claim of libel. However, the Court held that because Jones caused the story to be published which he knew would have a ‘potentially devastating impact . . . the brunt of that injury would be felt by [plaintiff] in the state in which she lives and work and in which the National Enquirer has its largest circulation’, the defendant must ‘reasonably anticipate being haled into court there’. This case was of an intentional tort that was highly foreseeable to cause damage in California. The Court also found significant effects of the article were veered to the direction in California, both in the content of the story as well as where the harm would be suffered. Thus, the *Calder* case is considered a classic effects case, because jurisdiction was based on the ‘effects’ of the defendant’s conduct. To meet the ‘effects’ test, the defendant must have committed an intentional act, which was expressly aimed at the forum state, and caused harm; which the defendant knows is likely to be suffered in the forum state.

Minimum contacts can be deduced from the fact of selling goods and providing services, maintaining office or store, entering into a contract with someone or committing a tortious act in the state. A nonresident’s minimum contacts with a forum state are treated as the equivalent of territorial presence in the state and hence justify a state’s exercise of sovereignty over the nonresident. At the same time, the nonresident’s ‘purposeful availment’ of opportunities within the state is viewed as amenability to that state’s jurisdiction in exchange for the protection of its laws. As state and national borders disappear where the Internet is concerned, the issue of personal jurisdiction, which determines where a defendant may be legally sued for tortious acts, is a major legal battle by itself in litigating on-line defamation, copyright infringement and other related issues in the Internet.
The cases on personal jurisdiction in the United States followed two distinct schools of thought. The first one follows the general principles developed in Maritz v Cybergold, and refined in Inset Systems Inc v Instruction Set Inc that would find jurisdiction in nearly all, if not all, situations. The second one follows the analytical approach adopted by the courts in CompuServe Inc v Patterson, and refined in Zippo Manufacturing Co v Zippo Dot Com Inc, which limits jurisdiction to only those situations where affirmative acts have been performed in the forum state. Thus there are two different sets of jurisdictional precedent, a conflict of law which promises to create confusion in cases related to the Internet until higher appellate courts settle the issue. As far as the Internet is concerned, it remains to be seen whether maintaining a website accessible to people in a state, is deemed to be an activity directed at the state, sufficient to allow the state personal jurisdiction over the website owner. The problem cropping up in the field concerns determination when maintaining a website accessible to people in a state, is an activity directed at a state sufficient to allow the state to exercise personal jurisdiction over the website owner.

Global Personal Jurisdiction

In the global sphere, systematic and continuous contact may be required and hence website or Internet advertisement by itself may not subject a party to global jurisdiction. However, tortious acts using the Internet directed towards in the forum state may be subject to its jurisdiction. Firstly, where the defendant actively does business over the Internet directed at the forum state, the forum state can exercise jurisdiction over the defendant. Secondly, where the website provides a lower level of interactivity by allowing the defendant to exchange information with customers over the Internet, the court must assess the level of interactivity and commercial nature of the exchange of information that occurs on the website. In these cases, the exercise of jurisdiction is determined by examining the level of interactivity and commercial nature of the exchange of information that occurs on the website as established in Maritz v Cybergold Inc. However, a claim to exercise general personal jurisdiction over a foreign defendant based solely on a passive website failed in Weber v Jolly Hotels. The Court reasoned that maintaining a website as an advertisement is comparable to advertising in a national magazine and is insufficient to allow the forum court to establish personal jurisdiction over the defendant. Because the defendant’s sole contact with New Jersey was its website, and because the injury was not related to the website, the Court declined to exercise jurisdiction over the Italian hotel owner.

Jurisdiction in Copyright Infringement on the Internet

Just how closely copyright and the Internet are intertwined can be seen from the following quote:

“The Internet has been characterized as the largest threat to copyright since its inception. The Internet is awash in information, a lot of it with varying degrees of copyright protection. Copyrighted works on the Net include news stories, software, novels, screenplays, graphics, pictures, Usenet messages and even email. In fact, the frightening reality is that almost everything on the Net is protected by copyright law. That can pose problems for the hapless surfer”.
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Protection of Copyright on the Internet

Electronic copyright is a new concept evolving and so also, there is a corresponding legal transition in the area. The protection of copyright extends to the uniqueness, underlying design of a webpage and its contents, including, link, original text, graphics, audio, video, html and other markup language sequence, list of websites compiled by an individual or organization and all other unique elements that make up the original nature of the material.

Copyright protection has several fundamental limitations. Facts and ideas are not protected, only original ways of expressing them. Fair use occupies about half of the copyright statute and grants limited rights to use others’ works, regardless of approval. It is the least clear-cut limit to copyright because words like ‘fair’ or ‘reasonable’ cannot be defined with precision.

Copyright in the visual domain extends to movies, television shows, photographs, sculptures, and artwork including screenplays, teleplays, and blueprints. The real problem arises when trying to mix all of the above without infringing someone’s copyright in one or more of them. A system of registration for online works exists in many jurisdictions which may not cover computer programs and automatic databases which have their own registration rules. Copyright protection extends only to the copyrightable content of the work identified as the subject of the copyright and deposited with the copyright office with appropriate application forms (US Circular 66) covering six main groups such as literary works, visual art works, performing art works, sound recordings, serials and periodicals and mask works.

Apart from this, copyrights also subsist in software. Under English law, for instance, the basic rule is that it is the author of the code who owns the copyright in the software or website. This is not affected by the fact that the person commissioning the work has paid for the work. There are two major exceptions to this rule. Firstly, where the work was done by an employee of a company, it is the employer who owns the copyright. Secondly, here the author has transferred the ownership of the copyright by means of a written document which provides for the assignment of the ownership from the author to another party, usually the client.

As far as judicial precedence is concerned, the two American cases which dealt with Internet copyright issues, Religious Technology Center v Netcom22, and Playboy Enterprises v Frena23, did not involve international jurisdictional issues. Both were cases brought by American nationals against American nationals, all of whom were also clearly subject to American territorial jurisdiction.

Graphics in Electronic Media

Graphic characters, including their names and images, have long been commercialized in connection with a wide range of products and services, such as licensing programs for children’s toys, posters, animated cartoons, fast food restaurants, and adult and children’s clothing. Character development or exploitation of any particular character is purely motivated by the idea of commercialization and profits.

There have been several judicial precedents which establish beyond doubt that graphic characters are protected by copyright law. However, the early cases failed to determine whether the unauthorized use of a graphic character would result in copyright infringement liability if the new work contained only the graphic character, and not the plot elements of the first work. There also existed a degree of uncertainty regarding copyright infringement liability if only a similarity in the depiction of the character existed without there also being a similarity in the personality of the character. In Warner Bros Inc v American Broadcasting Cos24, the Court noted that ‘in determining whether a character in a second work infringes a cartoon character, courts have generally considered not only the visual resemblance but also the totality of the characters’ attributes and traits’. A similar result was previously evidenced in Detective Comics Inc v Bruns Publications25 where the Court found that the character ‘Superman’ was infringed in a competing comic book publication portraying the character ‘Wonderman’. The Court found that the infringing work appropriated the pictorial and literary details embodied in the copyright protecting ‘Superman’.

It now appears that similarity in the graphic depiction of a character alone, without the plot elements, may be sufficient for a finding of copyright infringement. However, in Walt Disney Prods v Air Pirates26, the infringers admitted copying the names and appearances of more than seventeen Disney cartoon characters for use in their adult, counter culture comic books, but placing them in very different situations than those used by Disney. The court rejected the defendant’s fair use defense, but noted that most of the previous cartoon character infringement cases ‘have considered the character’s personality and
other traits in addition to its image’. This dictum once again raised the issue of whether similarity of appearance by itself is sufficient for copyright infringement liability. However, in a number of other cases where cartoon characters were reproduced as three-dimensional dolls or figures, copyright infringement was found without any regard to the issue of copying the plot or personality of the character. In those instances where copyright infringement was based solely on the appearance of the character, the similarity was ‘virtually exact’.

Copyright on Email

The High Court in London, ruled that business letters can be protected by copyright but forwarding them to others can be an infringement. The decision could have implications for email communication because the same principles will apply. The judgment said, ‘In the light of the evidence and having compared the letter to the earlier works upon which it was based, I have no doubt that its production did involve a substantial degree of independent skill and labour and that it does justify the subsistence of copyright’.

Data Protection on the Internet

Purchasing databases, surveillance cameras, mobile phone tracking, wiretapping, misuse of medical records, genetic testing, etc., have put privacy, the most basic civil right, in grave peril. Internet service providers may have a lot of information about the users because servers routinely record information about users’ e-mail and web browsing habit.

In November 2004, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) handed down judgments in four cases concerning the interpretation of the EU Directive on the Legal Protection of Databases, which provides a sui generis database right (to be distinguished from copyright) to the maker of a database if there has been a substantial investment in either the obtaining, verification or presentation of the contents of the database. The cases relate to similar factual circumstances and concern databases of sporting information (horse racing information and football fixture lists.) Certain pieces of information from these databases were used by third parties for commercial gambling operations. In proceedings before the relevant national courts, the claimants alleged that these uses by the gambling operators were an infringement of the claimants’ sui generis rights under the Directive. In these cases, the ECJ, inter alia, clarified that the definition of the term ‘database’ as used in the Directive determined the scope of protection (especially with regard to the substantial investment requirement); and specified that extraction or re-utilization would result the infringement of the sui generis right.

Data Protection Law

Data protection legislation normally recognizes the right to know what information about an individual is held and sets out rules to make sure that this information is handled properly. Individuals have a wide range of rights under the Data Protection Act, including access, compensation and the prevention of processing. EU’s Data Protection Directive provides that personal data can only be transferred to third countries providing adequate protection. Under the ‘safe harbor’ principle, US companies can voluntarily adhere to a set of data protection principles recognized by the European Commission as providing adequate protection and thus meet the requirements of the Directive as regards transfers of data out of the EU.

The European Court of Justice in Lindquist decided that mere placing of personal data in the website does not amount to transferring them outside
European Economic Area (which has a strict data protection law) under Article 25. This necessitates search for a safe harbor system of self regulation incorporating certain basic principles. Self regulatory schemes for privacy form a very significant part of EU data protection regime enjoying indirect legislative backing by national data protection law.

**Infringement of Trademark and Domain Names on the Internet**

Just as in the case of copyrights, the Internet provides ample opportunity for new means of trademark infringement. At the same time, the Internet has created enormous potential to build international brands online and for new forms of non-commercial communication. Traditional rules of trademark law have been employed to resolve clashes over domain names with some mixed results. In response, those currently charged with a supervisory role in relation to the allocation of domain names have formulated their own policies to deal with the clashes. These policies have in their turn led to yet more disputes, and resulted in international efforts to resolve the clashes.

**Trademarks**

The issuance of trademarks was not originally conceived with a global platform in mind. Hence, a number of recent controversies have occurred with respect to large trademark holders pursuing smaller pre-existing sites. There have also been cases where some companies have purchased domain names related to competitor’s names in order to make it more difficult for the competitor to enter the online market. Others purchase domain names for their resale value, in other words, stockpiling. Most Internet jurisdiction cases, like the *Panavision International LP v Toeppen* case, involve trademark disputes concerning use of the website domain names and hold that the forum state can exercise jurisdiction over the owner of the website because the infringing conduct targets the forum state and thus creates a basis for specific jurisdiction. US federal laws and a new international arbitration procedure have made it much easier and cheaper for mark owners to obtain infringing domain names and damages from cybersquatters. The Anti-cybersquatting Consumer Protection Act (ACPA) is a US federal law which gives trademark and service mark owners’ legal remedies against defendants who obtain domain names in bad faith.

**Domain Names**

A domain name is known technically as a ‘Uniform Resource Locator’ or URL. A domain name is part of an address which is assigned to each computer or service on the Internet. Besides in the virtual space, domain names are now highly visible in real space as well-showing up on television commercials, billboards, magazine ads, and so on. In these new forms, they sometimes conflict with trademarks and other traditional business identifiers. Two factors intensify this conflict. First, domain names are global and must be unique - a particular string of letters can link to only one site, while trademarks may overlap in different industries or different geographical locations. Second, it is common practice for many Internet users to guess at domain names.

In this context, The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is a significant step. ICANN is a private non-profit corporation that operates under contract with the US Department of Commerce. It was created at the request of the government for the purpose of privatizing the Domain Name System (DNS), the addressing system on which the Internet depends. The creation of ICANN in 1998 – what some have called cyberspace’s own ‘constitutional moment’ - represented a significant shift in power to control the Internet from government to private industry. ICANN is charged with management of Internet names and addresses but ‘does not set out a system of Internet governance’. In furtherance of these responsibilities, however, ICANN does four important things. It (1) approves companies to become accredited primary registrars for domain names in .com, .net, and .org.; (2) decides whether and when new TLDs are added to the root system; (3) coordinates technical parameters to maintain universal connectivity to the Internet; and (4) creates and administers a Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP) for competing domain names. These policy aspects, in a way, serve as a private form of Internet governance.

**Exemplary Cases in Different Jurisdictions**

**Cases in US**

The United States Court of Appeals for the 3rd Circuit, in case of *Shields v Zuccarini* upheld a federal district court award of statutory damages of US$ 50,000 plus attorneys’ fees of US$ 39,109 in the appellate court’s first case involving the ACPA. This case provides a lot of ammunition for owners of famous trademarks who desire to obtain infringing domain names plus damages from cybersquatters and typosquatters.
**Cases in UK**

In *Harrods Ltd v UK Network Services Ltd and Others*, the domain name ‘harrods.com’ was registered by one Michael Lawrie. Harrods, the famous department store in London wanted this domain name to advertise themselves and their wares on the Internet. Michael Lawrie was ordered by the court to hand over the domain name to Harrods, on the grounds that his potential use of the domain name constituted ‘trademark infringement and passing off’.

In *Pitman Training Limited and PTC Oxford Ltd v Nominet UK Ltd and Pearson Professional Ltd*, the common law principle of ‘passing off’ was applied as neither party had a registered trademark. The dispute was over the domain name ‘pitman.co.uk’ which was claimed by Pearsons plc who operated a publishing business, and Pitman Training Limited who operated a training and correspondence course business. Both were equally entitled to use the trading name ‘Pitman’ in the UK within their respective spheres of business. Nominet, the body in the UK responsible for allocating domain names under the top level domain ‘co.uk’ originally allocated the name to Pearsons plc.

Curiously, when Pitman Training Limited asked Nominet to register the same domain name several months later, it was duly allocated to them, thus depriving Pearsons plc of their registration. Pitman Training Limited proceeded to set up a web site and email service using the domain name, and it was only a period of months later, when Pearsons were ready to go ‘live’ with their website that they discovered that they no longer had the registration. Nominet eventually re-allocated the domain name to Pearsons plc. On application for interlocutory injunction, the Court ordered that it should revert to Pitman Training Limited, pending the full hearing. At the full hearing, Pitman Training Limited argued that because they had used the domain name for a period of months, the general public would associate that name with their business, and should it revert to Pearsons plc, that would constitute passing off. The Court disagreed that a case of passing off had been established on the rather thin evidence presented (two e-mail messages had been sent to Pitman Training Limited during the months that the site had been in operation) and ordered that the domain name should be allocated to Pearsons plc on the basis that they had registered it first with Nominet.

In *Bostik v Sellotape*, the Court found it irrelevant that a customer might find the colours of the ‘blu-tack’ offered by competing brands confusing after they had torn open the packets, because that confusion would only arise after the sale was made. The problem with domain names is almost the reverse of this; there may be confusion at the point of accessing the address, but once the relevant page is accessed, there need not be any confusion thereafter. In *Reckitt & Colman Products Ltd v Bordman Inc & Ors*, which concerned the similarity of packaging of two products comprising lemon juice packaged in a plastic lemon, the Court held that the crucial point of reference for a shopper who wishes to purchase a lemon was the shape of the lemon itself. ‘Virtually no, if any, attention is paid to the label which that lemon bears’; when the shopper gets home, the label is taken off as it performs no useful function and is easily detachable, so that it is not thereafter any part of the purchased product’. It is worth considering whether an analogy can be drawn here with the function of a domain name. Once the website is accessed, the domain name is discarded; what matters is the mark at the point of sale. Is the equivalent of the point of sale on the Internet? It may not be the point of log on, but rather the point at which website is accessed.

**Recent Cases on Internet Jurisdiction: Towards a Solution?**

In a recent case, a French court assumed jurisdiction over Yahoo, an American online content provider, and ordered it to remove web pages showing Nazi memorabilia, material that is illegal to view in France but legal almost everywhere else. In another case, a British court held a British subject liable for posting photographs on an American web server considered obscene in Britain but not in the United States. In *United States v Galaxy Sports*, an American court held the president of a gambling company organized and headquartered in Antigua liable for soliciting and accepting bets from Americans over the Internet whereas this principle can be potentially injurious to the principle of comity, sovereignty commercial relations in the age of free trade.

A temporary answer at least needs to be found in the absence of long term cap on the hydra-headed issues emerging from the introduction of more and more devices in the cyber world. A recent decision by the United States District Court for the District of Virginia held it had ‘In rem Jurisdiction’ over domain name registrants that were located in a foreign country and had been accused of cyber squatting in Virginia. This was not a contested case. The plaintiff was granted summary judgment setting a great precedent on the interpretation of the US Anti-cybersquatting Act...
and US Courts’ jurisdiction on foreign cybersquatters. In this case, the plaintiff, Atlas Copco AB and Atlas Copco North America LLC were the owners of a US registered trademark. Atlas Copco filed a lawsuit under the US ACPA against the defendant’s domain names: Atlascopcoiran.com, Atlascaspian.com, Atlascaspian.net, Atlascaspian.org, Atlascaspian.biz, Atlasscapianir.com, Atlascapianiran.com, Atlasscapian.us, Atlascapian.cc, Atlascaspian.tv, and Atlas-caspian.com. The registrants of these domain names appeared to be located in Iran, Afghanistan, or India. Yet, the registrants of the domain names were located in Virginia and were under this Court’s jurisdiction. The registrants did not have enough contacts with the state to trigger long-arm jurisdiction. Thus, the Court reasoned, it had in rem jurisdiction over the defendants citing Continental Airlines Inc v ContinentalAirlines.com. It is proven now that Anti-cybersquatting Act has the tentacles to seek heaven in foreign jurisdictions and this principle can be equally adopted and emulated by other countries.

Conclusion

There is a tremendous need for stability in the flow of information without compromising the urgency for universalization of knowledge. Intellectual property rights are important for creating knowledge and for giving shape to ideas and inspiration. The protection extended by legislations and the evolving court decisions are insufficient to address the current concerns. In devising new jurisdictional rules for cyberspace, judges, legislators, and treaty draftsmen are using analogy—the tried-tested-true tool of legal reasoning to modify existing rules to fit this new paradigm. Reasoning by analogy can have its problems, however, especially when differences in context are not taken into account. The complexity of the problem arises out of the question of meeting several preconditions relating to territoriality, nationality, immunity and universality nexus before finding and invoking jurisdiction upon convincing additional factors.

Hence, a deeper and closer examination of policy, law and technology covering the grounds of copyrights, trademarks, domain names and database, requires urgent attention which again must find a common meeting point for resolution of disputes and quicker response to the hazards of the incoming tide of electronic revision and invasion. Jurisdiction in cyberspace requires clear principles rooted in international law. Only through these principles can courts in all nations be persuaded to adopt uniform solutions to questions of Internet jurisdiction.
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